ABSTRACT. A variety of complex interpolation methods for families of normed or quasi-normed spaces, parametrized by points of domains in complex homogeneous spaces, parametrized by points of domains in complex homogeneous spaces, is developed. Results on existence, continuity, uniqueness, reiteration and duality for interpolation are proved, as well as on interpolation of operators. A minimum principle for plurisubharmonic functions is obtained and used as a tool for the duality theorem.
Introduction.
The classical complex interpolation method for two spaces, due to Calderon, was substantially generalized by Coifman, Cwikel, Rochberg, Sagher and Weiss [1, 2] . In their method, for a prescribed family of Banach spaces Xc, parametrized by boundary points of the unit disc D, a family of intermediate Banach spaces, parametrized by points of D, is constructed.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a similar construction in the situation when D is a domain in Cfc, k > 1. In fact, our construction works when D is a domain in a complex homogeneous space M = K/H. We obtain a variety of interpolation methods, each of them controlled by some invariant class Q of functions on M.
All the basic results of Coifman et al. [1, 2] , concerning existence, continuity, reiteration property and interpolation of operator norm, extend to all the methods we consider (cf. Theorem 2.3 and Corollaries 2.10, 4.5 below), but duality does not usually hold for an individual method. It turns out (cf. Theorem 6.1) that if the spaces Xc, z E D, are constructed by the interpolation method corresponding to a class Q, then the dual spaces X*, z E D, form an interpolation family corresponding problem are already present here, and a generalization to the infinite-dimensional case should be now easier. The author intends to address this in a subsequent paper.
Although our arguments make considerable use of the complex structure, it seems still that the framework of pseudoconvex classes of functions might be useful for studying real interpolation methods as well.
In §1 we explain the motivation of our construction and review the notion of a pseudoconvex class of functions; cf. [18, 19, 20] on which this construction is based. Specific examples of interpolation methods are discussed in § §7, 8 and the reader might want to have a look at these first. The general results are obtained in § §2-4 and 6. §5, which can be read independently, contains a minimum principle for plurisubharmonic functions, which generalizes a result due to Kiselman [5] .
Pseudoconvex classes of functions.
If D is a set with a boundary dD, and {Cn,pc}, c E dD, are prescribed normed spaces, the interpolation problem reduces to defining a family of intermediate norms pz: Cn -► R, z E D. Geometrically, a family of circled, convex, compact neighborhoods of zero, B(c) = {w E Cn: Pc(w) < 1}, is given, and we have to construct an extension z -> W(z): D -► 2C . Once this is done, pz is defined as the Minkowski norm, or quasi-norm, determined by iy(^).
In our first method of construction W(-), it was defined as the largest (with respect to inclusion) upper semicontinuous set-valued function (shortly: multifunction) z -> K(z): D -> 2C , which is analytic in D in the sense of [15, Definition 0.2] , and such that K(c) c B(c), c E dD. The resulting interpolation method has most of the desired properties but the duality fails: the dual norming bodies W(z)°d o not usually form an interpolation family of the above type (i.e. z -> W(z)° is not an analytic multifunction).
The search for other interpolation methods aimed first at identifying the dual balls W(2)0 as a certain interpolation family, and then at finding some interpolation methods which have the self-duality property. Recall that a multifunction z -» K(z): D -* 2C" is analytic if and only if its graph gr(K) -{(z,w): z E G, w E K(z)} has the local maximum property with respect to the class of (k -1)-plurisubharmonic functions on D x Cn, where k = dime D; cf. [15, Definition 0.2; 13, Theorem 5.1]. It was further proved (cf. §6) that the graph of the correspondence z -► W(z)°: D -* 2C had the local maximum property relative to the class of all plurisubharmonic functions on D x Cn, and was the largest one with this property.
These observations suggest to consider a class of functions, say P, on D x C", and define P-interpolation family z -► W(z): D -» 2C" as the largest multifunction with given boundary sections B(c) and such that functions from P have local maximum property on gr(K [ D). We mostly use special classes P -Pq or PqS (cf. Definition 1.1) which are determined, in a functorial way, by a class Q oi D. We consider classes Q and P which satisfy conditions (1.1) (1.13). Classes Q are defined on subsets of a space M, and classes P are defined on subsets of M -M x Cn. The set of all functions of class Q defined on U is denoted by Q(U). Axioms (1.1)-(1.13) are formulated for Q; a formulation for P is given only when it is essentially different.
H is a locally compact space, T its closed subset, and M\T has (1.0) the structure of a complex homogeneous space K/H, where K, H are real Lie groups;
(i) Q(U) C usc(C/) = the class of all upper semicontinuous functions on U, if U C M; (ii) u E Q(U) if and only if u E usc(U) and ' u E Q(U\T); u E P(V), V C Af, if and only if u € usc(V) and u is ofclassPon V\(TxCn);
(1.2) if U C V and u E Q(V), then u\U E Q(U); (1.3) if un E Q(U), un(x) \ u(x), x E U, then u E Q(U);
. . the use regularization of the supremum of a locally uniformlŷ ' ' bounded (from the above) subfamily of Q(U) belongs to Q(U);
(1.5) if u € Q(U), CeR, then (u + C)E Q(U);
(1.6) Q(U) contains bounded functions (follows from (1.10));
,j _. Q is a sheaf; that is, if u E usc(f/), U = \JtUt and u\Ut E Q(Ut) for each t, then u E Q(U);
iiuE Q(Uy) and v is plurisubharmonic on U2 C M\T, then (u + ty o\ v) € Q(Uy n C/2); if u(z,w) is of class PonVi c M x C", and u(2,«;) is plurisubharmonic on V2 C (M\r) x C", and for each z, the slice function w -> w(z, w) is convex, then (u + v) E P(Vy C\V2); (i) for g E H, let tg be the biholomorphic map of H/K onto itself, defined by tg(hK) = (gh)K; class Q is invariant with respect to maps tg, g E K; class P is invariant with respect to maps (z,w) -> (tgz,w); (ii) class P is invariant with respect to verti- (1.9) cal translations (z, w) -► (2,w + wo), wo E C"; (iii) the same as (ii) for homotheties (z,w) -► (2, iw), £ > 0; (iv) the same for (z,w) -» (z,ai»),a e C, a / 0; (v) class P is invariant with respect to maps (z, w) -> (0, f(z)w), where f(z) is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic function; (1.10) constant functions belong to Q(U);
if K c M\r is compact and u E <2(nbhd.rY), then maxn|if < (1.11) maxu \dK; if u(z,w) is of class Pin a neighborhood of K x {0}
in M x C", then max.zeKu(z,0) < maxz€gxu(z,0);
(1.12) if u € Q(U), r > 0, then ru E Q{U);
,. ,o\ if v is a convex function on Cn, then (z, w) -> u(w) is a function of class P. (1.12) hold), such that R + QcQ, then v E P%T(G x Cs).
The assertion implies the proposition. If we let R = Po, then by (1.8), R+Q C Q, and Rd = Pd = Pfc_,, by (1.17) . Hence v E P^h,. The latter class is equal to Pfc_i (on M x Cn) by [20, Proposition 4.7] .
As for part (a), if R = AQ, then R+Q C Q by Definition 1.2. If Qd is closed with respect to addition, then Qd + (Qd + Q) cQd + Q. Hence, Qd + (Qd + Q) consists of functions with local maximum property, which means that Qd + Q C Qdd, by [18, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Definition 1.11]. By (1.15), Qd + Q C Q, and so, if we let R -Qd, the assertion implies that v E P£sdh = P£sh, since Rd = Q by (1.15).
To prove the assertion, observe first that the upper semicontinuity of v is obvious, and since the slice function £ -> v(zo,0 IS usc and equal to the supremum of functions {£ -» u(zo,w,£)}w€k(z0)> ** 's plurisubharmonic.
By Definition 1.1 and [18, Definition 1.11], we have to check that if F: Gy -» Cs, Gy C G\T, is a holomorphic map and / 6 R(G2), G2 C M, then tp(z) = f(z)+v(z,F(z)) has local maximum property on Gy f) G2. To see this, let rj)(z,w) = f(z) + u(z,w,F(z)). Function tp is of class PgSh on a neighborhood of gr(K) in G x C.
Indeed, it is plurisubharmonic on fibers {z} x Cn, and for every analytic map Pi: Go -► C", the composition z -► u(z,Fy(z),F(z)) belongs to Q, and since R + Q C Q, the sum z -* ip(z,Fy(z)) = f(z) + u(z,Fy(z),F(z)) is of class Q. By assumptions, tj) [ gr(K) has local maximum property. Seeing that <p(z) = max.{ip(z, w): w E K(z)}, we conclude that tp has local maximum property on G (cf. [18, (1.11) 
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION. By a norming body in C" we mean a compact, circled and convex neighborhood of zero.
It is easy to check that a bounded star-shaped neighborhood of zero in RN has a continuous Minkowski functional, if and only if it is strictly star-shaped in the sense that every ray {rx: r > 0} intersects its boundary at precisely one point. By a quasi-norming body in Cn we understand a circled, strictly star-shaped and compact neighborhood of zero. Consequently, all quasi-norms in this paper are assumed to be continuous and, whenever defined in Cn, condition p(e%ez) = p(z) is assumed.
We collect for further reference the following folklore.
A quasi-norming body in C" is polynomially convex, if and only (1.18) if its interior is pseudoconvex, which holds if and only if the corresponding Minkowski functional is plurisubharmonic on C".
IiW(z), z E D, are quasi-norming bodies, pz(w) are correspond-, 1 1qn
ing Minkowski functionals (and D is locally compact), then z -► W(z): D -> 2C" is an usc multifunction (in the usual sense), if and only if (z, w) -* pz(w) is an Isc (=lower semicontinuous) function.
In the same notation, the function (z,w) -► pz(w) is usc, if and only if z -► W(z) is lsc in the following sense: for every zq and for (1.20) every compact set K C IntW(z0), the set {z E D: K C IndW(z)} is open. A version with lower semicontinuity of W(-) in the usual sense still holds for norming, but not for quasi-norming, bodies.
2. The Perron method for set-valued functions.
In this section we prove existence and continuity of interpolation families (Theorem 2.3). DEFINITION 2.1 (i). Let P be a class of usc functions on M, and K C Y C M, where K is compact and Y, M are locally compact. Recall after [18, Definition 4.11] that the saturation of K relative to Y (and P), denoted by Saty(K), is the union of all compact sets Z C Y, such that Z\K is a P-maximum set, i.e. functions of class P, restricted to Z\K, have local maximum property in the sense of (1.11) above; cf. [18, Definition 4.1].
(ii) Let P be a class of functions on M = M x RN, satisfying conditions (1.1)(i), (1.11) . Let c -» B(c): dG -* 2R be an usc multifunction, where B(c) are compact, star-shaped neighborhoods, of zero, and G C M\T is open and relatively compact in M. Since, by (1.11) , G x {0} is a P-maximum set, the compact set G x {0} is contained in SatgxR/v (gr(S)), and so the latter set is the graph of some multifunction z -> W(g): G -* 2R . We will call the multifunction W(-) the Perron envelope of boundary data B(-) (relative to P). DEFINITION 2.2. Let Q be a class of functions on M and G C M be relatively compact. We say that G is Q-regular, if for every c E dG there is a "barrier" function u^ E P(G), such that u*(c) = 0, uc|G\{f} < 0 and \imz^(ui(z) = 0. Perron envelope of B(-) and satisfies all the requirements of (i) or (ii) will be called the Pq°-or PqS -interpolation family with boundary data B(-). We will use the same terminology for corresponding normed spaces.
A much more general version of Theorem 2.3 is true and will be given in another paper (i.e. for more general classes Q which satisfy a much weaker version of (1.9) (i)). Still, for further reference, we carry some of the arguments under less restrictive assumptions. is compact. Observe first, that Sat£XC"(gr(P)) is relatively compact. This holds whenever P is a class on M = M x RN (here C" = R2n) satisfying ( PROOF. This fact is actually true whenever P is a class on M = M x RN, such that part (1) of the last proof works and axioms (1.9)(iii) and [18, (1.8) ] hold.
By ( LEMMA 2.7. Let P be a class of usc functions on M = M x RN satisfying axioms (1.9)(ii), (iii), (1.11) . Let c -► B(c), c E dG, be a continuous family of compact, strictly star-shaped neighborhoods of zero in RN, where G is compact. Let W: G x 2R be the Perron envelope of B(-) relative to P. Assume that gr(W) is compact. Then all the W(z) 's, z EG, are strictly star-shaped neighborhoods of zero.
PROOF. By Proposition 2.5(h), all the sets W(z), z E G , are star-shaped. Observe now that a compact star-shaped set W C RN is a strictly star-shaped neighborhood of zero if and only if, for every t E (0,1), there is an e > 0 such that (2.1) [J{tW + x: zERN, \x\ <S}CW.
By assumptions, this relation holds for the sets B(c), c E dG. Using the continuity of c -> B(c), together with its characterization (1.19), (1.20) and the compactness argument, we find a positive e = e(t) for every t E (0,1) so that for every c E dG:
We will show now that (2.1) holds for W = W(z0), z0 E G, with the same e = s(t). Let wo € W(zq). By Definition 2.1, there is a compact set Z c G x RN, such that Z\gr(B) is a P-maximum set and (z0,w0) E Z. By conditions (1.9)(ii), (iii), if Zf'x denotes the set {(z,tw + x): (z,w) E Z}, then Zt'x\gr(B)t'x = (Z\gr(B))t'x is a P-maximum set. If t E (0,1) and |a;| < e = e(t), then, by (2. PROOF. ASSERTION 1. Let K0 C C" be a quasi-norming body, v E Qd(G) and
We will show first that the assertion implies the lemma. Fix c0 E dG, and t E (0,1). Let K0 = tB(c) and v(z) = nuf0(z), z EG, where w?0 is the Qd-barrier function from Definition 2.2 and n > 0 is so chosen that (2.3) ev^K0ClntB(s), c E dG.
By this inclusion, gr(K)\gr(K \ dG) -gr(K)\gr(B) and, by Assertion 1, this set has local maximum property with respect to functions of class P (where P = Pq, if Kq is convex, and P = PqsYi otherwise). In addition, gr(K) is compact, and so gr(K) C gr(W) by Definition 2.1. Since lim2_Co v(z) = 0, multifunction K(z) is continuous at % in the sense of (1.19), (1.20) . Since K(z) C W(z) and t E (0,1) is arbitrary, we conclude that the multifunction z -► W(z) is lsc at fo m the sense of (1.20) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF OF ASSERTION 1. Let p0(w) be the Minkowski functional on C determined by K0 and let p(z,w) = e~v(-z^p0(w), z EG, w E Cn. Since G x {0} is a P-maximum set (cf. (1.11)), gr(K[G) is a P-maximum set, if and only if so is the set {(z,w) E G x Cn: 0 < p(z,w) < 1}; cf. [18, Proposition 4.9] . By [18, Corollary 4.16] , the latter set is a P-maximum set if and only if, for every tp E C(2\R), with <p'(x) > 0 on R, the composition (z,w) -* tp(-logp(z,w)) belongs to Pd(G x (C™\{0})). (Note that p(z,w) is positive homogeneous in w.) By [20, Theorem 4.9] , in order to prove this, it suffices to check that for every g E Q, the function (z, w) -» tp(g(z) -logp(z, w)) is of class Pq = Pk+n-y in case K0 is polynomially convex, and of class (P §°)d if K0 is convex. We will prove that the function is (k + n -l)-plurisubharmonic in either case, which is enough, because Pfc+n_i = P0d C (Po°)d. (Note, that P §° C P0; P0CO consists of plurisubharmonic functions u(z,w), convex in tv.) We need the following ASSERTION 2. If u E Pq(U), U C Cm, and tp: (a,b) -* R is a nondecreasing continuous function with a < inf u, supu < b, then tpou E Pq+y(U).
Since function -logpo(w) is harmonic on each complex line (C\{0})e, e/0,esC", clearly, -logp0 E Pn_i(C"\{0}).
Since the functions (z,w) -► (g+v)(z) and (z, w) -► -logp0(w) do not depend on w and z, respectively, they belong to classes Pk-y and P"_i on G x (C"\{0}). be a continuous family of quasi-norming bodies and letW: G -> 2R be its Perron envelope relative to P. Assume that z -► W(z) is usc in G, continuous at each point of dG and equal to B on dG. Then z -* W(z) is continuous on G.
PROOF. We apply Walsh's argument [22] to show that z -* W(z) is lsc at each zq E G. Fix e > 0. By the continuity of W(-) at the points of dG, we can choose a symmetric neighborhood Kq of the unit element of K, such that whenever k E Kq, c EdG and tkc E G, then (2.4) e~eW(<;) C W(tkc) c e'W(c).
By properties of homogeneous spaces (zq E M\T = K/H), the set {tkZQ-. k E Kq} contains a neighborhood Uq of zq. For every y E Uo define a multifunction Ky: G -> 2*" be letting ff"f» = W(z), when z € G\tkG, and W(z)Ue-£iy(^1z), when z € G fl (tkG), where fc = k(y) is a fixed element of Kq, such that t/ty = zoBy the upper semicontinuity of the multifunction z -> e~£VK(i^"1z) and (2.4), the correspondence z -> -K"j,(z) is usc at the points of Gntk(dG) and obviously elsewhere in G. Thus, gr(-Ky) is compact and equal to gr(VK) UX, where X = {(z, e~ew): w E W(tk1z), z € Gfl (tkG)}. By condition (1.9)(i) and (iii), X is a P-maximum set as the image, under the map (z',w) -* (tk1z',e~£w), of gr(W \ (tk1G) fl G), which is a P-maximum set by part (1) of the proof of Proposition 2.5. We will show that the notion of an interpolation family has local character. Both for this purpose and for the duality results in §6, we split this notion into those of subinterpolation and superinterpolation.
This approach was initiated by Rochberg [8] in the context of [1, 2] , DEFINITION 3.3. Let M,T, Q satisfy conditions (1.0) (1.12) and IcMbe locally compact, such that X CD, where D = Int(X)\I\ Let z -► W (z): X -> 2C" be a family of norming bodies if P = Pq, or of quasi-norming bodies if P = P^sh. We say that W(-) is a P-superinterpolation family of X (respectively a Psubinterpolation family on X), if z -» W(z) is lsc in the sense of (1.20) (respectively usc), and for every G C X\T, with G open in M, relatively compact in X and Q-and <5d-regular, and for every P-interpolation family z -> V(z): G -* 2C , such that
is a P-interpolation family on X if and only
if it is both a P-subinterpolation and a P-superinterpolation family.
THEOREM 3.5. Let M,T,Q,P,D,X be as in Definition 3.3. Let z -* W(z):
X -* 2C" be an usc family of quasi-norming bodies (or norming ones, if P = Pq). Then W(-) is a P-superinterpolation family on X, if and only if gr(W\D) is a P-maximum set. LEMMA 3.6. Let z -> K(z): X -► 2R be an usc family of quasi-norming bodies and letX be a compact space. Assume that Minkowski functionals ofK(z) belong to a convex cone S of quasi-norms on RN. Then there exist continuous multifunctions Kn: X ^2RN, n = 1,2,..., such thatKn(z) D Kn+1(z),f]Kn(z) = K(z), zEX, n = 1,2,..., and all the sets Kn(z) are quasi-norming bodies whose Minkowski functionals belong to S.
PROOF. Since K(-) is usc, for every e > 0 there exists a finite covering Uy,..., Um of X and points Zj E U}■, 1 < j < m, such that
Further, there is a finer covering Vy, V2,..., Vk and points Vi E Vi, i = l,...,fc, such that for every i the set (J{VS: Vs fl Vj ^ 0} is contained in one of the f/j's, and whenever z E Vj, then K(z) C e£Ki, where Ki := K(vi). If pz(-) and pi(-) denote the quasi-norms corresponding to K(z) and Ki respectively, then (3.2) Pz(w) > e-£Pi(w), wERN,zEVi.
Choose now a continuous nonnegative decomposition of unity 1 = tpy(z) -\-h <Pk(z), subordinated to the covering {Vi}. Let pez(w) -e~2£,^2i=ytpi(z)pi(w). Clearly, (z,w) -> p£z(w) is a continuous function and p£z E S, z E X. By (3.2), pz(w) < e~£pz(w), z E X, w E RN.
For an opposite estimate, let now, for given z, I -{i: z EVi}. Then, pez(w) = J2i£i fi(z)Pi{w) (since supp^Sj C Vj). Since (jieI Vi is contained in a certain Uj, we get, by (3.1), that K(vi) c e£K(zj), i E I, and so Pi(w) > e~£pK(Zj)(w) for i 6 I, where Pk(z) denotes the Minkowski functional corresponding to K(zj). Hence, p£z(w) > e-3£pK{Zi)(w), seeing that £je/ <Pi = lLet KE(z) be the unit ball of p\. The above inequalities imply that e£K(z) C K£(z) C e3£K(zj), if z E X and z E Uj. It is now clear that we can choose inductively a sequence e(n) \ 0 and coverings {Uj}, {Vj} etc., so that the resulting sequence Kn(z) = Ke(n)(z) of continuous families of norming bodies satisfies conditions Kn+1(z) C Int(Kn(z)) and f]nKn(z) = K(z), zEX.
Q.E.D. REMARK 3.7. Since the classes of norms and of plurisubharmonic quasi-norms form convex cones, the last lemma produces convex Kn(z) in case K(z) are convex and polynomially convex strictly star-shaped Kn (Indeed, if po(w) is a Minkowski functional of e£W(zo), the function p(z, w) = po(w) is of class P, and so it has local maximum property on gr(V|G), i.e. maxp|gr(V) < maxp| gr(V | dG) < 1, since V(c) <z Int(e£W(zq)), c E dG.) Consequently, u(z,w) is of class P near gr(V). Since gr(V)\gr(V | dG) is a P-maximum set (by Theorem 2.3) and wo E W(zq) C V(zo)> we get u(zq,wq) < maxu | gr(V | dG) by [18, Corollary 4.4] , and the latter number is smaller than ^u(zq,wq), by (3.5) . This is a contradiction because w(zo,wo) > 0 by (3.3), (3.4). Q.E.D. In either case, c -* £3(0) is usc on dG, all the S3(c)'s are P-convex quasinorming bodies and gr(B3) C {(c,tu): c E dG, w E IntW(c)}.
The latter set is open in dG x Cn by (1.20) and, by Lemma 3.6 and Remark 3.7, there is a continuous family c -* B(c), on dG, of P-convex quasi-norming bodies, such that 53(c) C B(c) c IntlV(c), c E dG. Since G is strictly pseudoconvex, by Theorem 2.3 there is a P-interpolation family V: G -» 2C" with boundary data B(). Since W(■) is a subinterpolation family and B(c) c IV(c), c E dG; therefore, V(z) C W(z) for z EG, and so the set V*, defined in the next assertion, is contained in Y.
Assertion. If V: G -► 2C is a P-interpolation family, then the set Y* = {(z,tu): z E G,w E lntW(z)} is relatively P-pseudoconvex in G x Cn.
The assertion follows directly from Theorem 2.3 and [18, Corollary 5.10].
Denote Ky = (dG x C") n ZU K n (G x C") and Zy = Z n (G x C")^Note that /^i C Y* (in case ATlfGx Cn) ^ 0, this intersection is contained in G x J^o and so in Y*). Clearly, Zy\Ky = (Z\K) n G x C" is a P-maximum set and so, by the Assertion and [18, Lemma 5.5], Zy C Y*. Since Zy n {a} x C" = Z n {a} x Cn, we get Z n {a} x Cn C Y, which is a contradiction. This proves (i).
(ii) Actually, the above proof shows that being a P-subinterpolation family is a local property. Otherwise (ii) follows from (i) and [18, Theorem 5.7] . Q.E.D. REMARK 3.11. Let M,T,Q,P,D,X be as in Definition 3.3. Let {Gt}teT be a basis for the topology of D consisting of open sets which are both Q-and Qd-regular (e.g. strictly pseudoconvex). Let z -» W(z), z E X, be a family of P-convex, quasinorming bodies in Cn. An inspection of the proofs of Theorem 3.5 and 3.8 shows immediately that W(-) is a P-subinterpolation (or a P-superinterpolation family) on X if and only if conditions of Definition 3.3 are satisfied for G = Gt, t ET. In case M = Ck, Gt can be Euclidean balls.
COROLLARY 3.12 (UNIQUENESS PROPERTY). LetM,T,Q,P,G
be as in Theorem 2.3. Let W: G -» 2 be a continuous family of P-convex quasi-norming bodies. Assume {Gt}teT is a covering of G, such that every Gt is both Q-and Qdregular. Assume that W [ Gt is the Perron envelope ofW [ dGt. Then W: G -> 2C is uniquely determined by its boundary sections W | dG and is equal to the Perron envelope ofW \ dG.
PROOF. By Theorem 2.3, W(-) is locally a P-subinterpolation family, and so it is a subinterpolation family on G by Theorem 3.8. By Theorem 2.3, gr(W [ Gt) is a P-maximum set for t ET, and so gr(W |G) is a P-maximum set by [18, Corollary 4.3(H)]. By Theorem 3.5, W(-) is a P-superinterpolation
family on G. Eventually, W is a P-interpolation family on G, by Remark 3.4, and so is the Perron envelope;
cf. Remark 3.2. Q.E.D. p(z,w) < 1}, which is equal to the set (3.6), is P-pseudoconvex, and so z -► W(z) is a P-subinterpolation family by Theorem 3.8.
Observe further that, if p E P{X x C"), then logp E Pgsh. Indeed, by result of [20, §5] , . , if u E Q(U), U C Af, and \h\u E Q(U) for every function h(z), ' holomorphic and nonvanishing on U, then logu E Q(U).
By Definition 1.1, we have to check that logu(z) = logp(z,P(z)) is of class Q, whenever F is analytic. However, for every analytic function h(z), the product [h(z)\u(z) = p(z, h(z)F(z)) is of class Q. Thus tt E Q, by the last reference.
Necessity. If z -> W(z) is an lsc family on X, then p(z,w) is usc on X x C" by (1.20) . In order to observe that logp|£> x C" 6 P£sh, i.e. that the function z -► log p(z, F(z)) is of class Q, where F(z) is as in Definition 1.1, it suffices to show, by (1.15) and [18, Definition 1.11 and Lemma 2.8], that for every t; € Qd(nbhdG), it holds that (4.2) max(t;(z) + logp(z,F(z))) < max(t;(c) + logp(c, P(c))), zeG (£dG where the sets G form a basis of strictly pseudoconvex neighborhoods for the topology of D. We consider G small enough so that, for given F E Hol(G, C"), there exist Pi,...,P"_i E Hol(G,Cn) such that, for every z E G, the vectors F(z), Pi(z),... PROOF. Let qz denote the dual norm to pz, z E X. Then REMARK 4.9. It can be now shown easily that, if we have two interpolation families on domains G and H, respectively, which agree on (dG)F\H and (dH)f)G, then they define one interpolation family on GU H, which is an analog of a result of T. Wolff [23] . We omit further details. (Recall that a function is strictly q-plurisubharmonic if it is G'2'-smooth and its complex Hessian at every point has not more than q nonpositive eigenvalues.)
PROOF. Write w3 = tj + tSj, j = 1,... ,n. To reduce the proof to the case (a), let u£(z,t,s) -u(z,t,s)+e(\z\2 + \t [2) and let v£(z) = iniu£(z,t,s), £ > 0. Clearly, functions u£(z,t,s) have all the properties required in (a), and so v£ E Pq(D) (assuming (a)). Since v£(z) \ v(z), z E D, v must belong to Pq(D) by [3] ; cf. also
We will now prove case (a) by induction, using the following assertion, whose proof will be given later.
Assertion, (a) is true for n = 1.
Let vr(z,wy,... ,wn-r) = inf{u(z,tui,... ,wn): (wn-r+y,.. . ,tu") G Cr}. Since vr(z,wy,...,w"-r) = ini {u(z, t, s): (tn-r+i, ■ ■ ■ ,tn) € Rr} and u(z,w) is G^-smooth and strongly convex in (tn-r+y,... ,tn), we conclude that vr E C^(D x C). Furthermore, vr(z,ty,... ,tn-r,sy,.. .,sn-r) is strongly convex in ti,... ,tn-r, which follows by applying formula (5.1) to the real Hessian form of t -* v(z,t,s) split into (Hyyt1 ,t') + (t",Hy2t') + (t',H2yt") + (t",H22t"), with t' E Rn~T, t" E Rr. (Clearly, if the latter form is positive definite, then so is Hyy -Hl2Hrl~21H2y.) Obviously, vr does not depend on (sn-r+y, ■ ■ ■ ,sn) = Im(tU"_r + i,.. . ,Wn) (md Vr{z,ty, ... ,tn-r, Sy, ..., S"-r) -» 00, as \(ty,...,tn-r)\ -* 00.
Altogether, each vr, 0 < r < n, satisfies all the assumptions of the assertion and vr+y(z,wy,... ,Wn-r-i) = ini{vr(z,wy,...,wn-r): wn-T E C}, where vo = u and vn = v. Applying the assertion inductively to pairs vr,vr+y, we obtain that v is strictly q-plurisubharmonic, as required. It remains to prove the assertion. Clearly, it is enough to show that v | P is strictly q-plurisubharmonic for every (q + l)-dimensional complex plane P C Cfe. Observe further, that if wi = v \ P, then vy(z) = inf^gc Uy(z, w), where uy = m|PxC, z E P C\ D. The function ui(z,tu) is strictly q-plurisubharmonic in (PC\D) x C and satisfies all the remaining assumptions of the assertion. Hence, it suffices to prove the assertion in the case P = C", i.e. n = q+ 1.
When n = q+1, we have to show that the complex Hessian, denoted Hess v(a), has at least one positive eigenvalue for every a E D. By Lemma 5.2 and (5.1), Hess v(a) depends only on second-order terms of the Taylor polynomial at z = a. So, we can assume without loss of generality that a = 0 and u is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial, i.e. To check this, consider (z0, fo,?o) EU x C2q and (zo,wo) = (zo,T(€o,<;o))-We have to show that Hess U(zq, £0, fo) has at most (q + r) nonpositive eigenvalues. Clearly, it suffices to find a complex hyperplane Pr C Ck+2q through (zq,£o,c0), such that dim Pr = k+q-r and {/ | Pr is strictly plurisubharmonic near (zo, £0, fo). Since tt(z, w) is strictly r-plurisubharmonic, there is a complex hyperplane P C Ck+q, through (zo, tuo), such that dim P = k+q -r and tt | P is strictly plurisubharmonic near (zo, tuo). Observe now that T is C-linear on the q-dimensional subspace that vg E Pq, since v$(z) \ v(z). Fix 6 > 0; shrinking U, if necessary, we can assume that the minimum of the function w -» u(z,tu) + <5|tu|2 is located within some ball B(0,R) C Cq, with R independent on z. Now let ^£(z,tu) be a standard smooth positive convolution kernel supported by an e-ball, e > 0. Let u£(z,w) = (u(z,w) + 8\w\2) * tp£ + £(\z\2 + |tu|2). Fix a compact set K C U. By a standard argument, we can choose a sequence e(n) \ 0, such that n_1 + u£(n)(z,tu) \ u(z,tu) + 6|tu|2 on KxB(0,R + l). Let vn(z) = iniw(u£^n\z,w) + 1/n). By the choice of R, vn(z) = inf|u,|<fi+i(u£'n^(z,tu) + 1/n), and so vn(z) \ v$(z), z E K. Since functions u£(z,tu) satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, part (a), it follows that vn(z) are strictly q-plurisubharmonic on K and so, v$ E Pj(IntK).
Q.E.D.
6. Duality between interpolation methods.
THEOREM 6.1. Let M,T,Q,X,D be as in Definition 3.3. Let (Cn,pz(-))z€x be a Pq>-interpolation family of normed spaces. Then, the dual normed spaces form a PQ°d -interpolation family.
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The theorem will be proven in two steps. First, we prove it in the special (and extreme) case when Qd -Po, using the minimum principle (Theorem 5.1) of the last section. Then, we apply [20, Theorem 4.9] to reduce the general problem to the special case. To handle the special case, we specify first some of the results of § §3, 4 to the situation when Q = Pk-y or Po (where fc = dimc(Af\r)). (b) In one complex dimension all these methods are identical and, in case G = the unit disc, produce the same result as the procedure of Coifman et al. [1, 2] . This follows from [14, Theorem 4] .
(c) Proof of Corollary 6.8, when specialized to the planar case, gives a new proof of the duality theorem in Coifman et al. [1] .
In addition, Theorem 6.6 answers the problem posed, for fc = 1, by Rochberg [8, Conjecture, p. 365].
(d) All the methods Pq° are invariant with respect to biholomorphic bundle automorphisms (z,tu) -► (z,T(z)w), with T(z) affine. In contrast, the P^°-interpolation methods, q = 0,1,..., fc -1, are also invariant with respect to biholomorphic maps on the base space, i.e. (z,tu) -► (/(z),tu).
They are characterized by this property (among Pq° methods). 7.2. Pq°-interpolation methods, (a) Existence. Let 0 < q < fc -1, fc = dimc(Af\r), and let r = min(q, fc -q -1). Assume that G C Af\r is Pr-regular and {Cn,pf} is a continuous family of normed spaces on dG. By Theorem 2.3, continuous P^-interpolation of these boundary data exists for r<s<fc -r -1. (b) Duality. By Theorem 6.1, the P^°-interpolation of given spaces {Cn,pc}cedG and P£° ^-interpolation of spaces dual to {C",p?}?eaG form mutually dual families of normed spaces.
In particular, for fc odd, the P^-interpolation method, where m = A(fc -1), is selfdual. 8 . Examples. Subharmonic interpolation. 8.1. Axiomatic subharmonicity.
The main duality result (Theorem 6.1) is particularly plausible in case Q = Qd, for then the Pg°-interpolation method turns out to be self-dual. The result on interpolation of operator norm (Corollary 4.5) yields most satisfactory conclusions in case (AQ)d -Q, i.e. Qd is closed with respect to addition. In the context of this paper, these two conditions are equivalent to Qd = Q, Q + Q = Q and imply that Q =the class of all subharmonic functions on Af (in an appropriate sense).
8.2. The Euclidean case: M = Ch. As it follows from [19] , the only translationinvariant pseudoconvex classes Q on Cfe satisfying (1.0)-(1.12) are classes of all subharmonic functions relative to a given Hermitian product on Cfc, the usual subharmonic class being the principal example.
(a) Existence. By Theorem 2.3, if G C Ck is an open, relatively compact set, regular in the usual sense of potential theory on Ck = P2fc, then every prescribed continuous family {Cn,pc}, f E dG, of normed spaces, extends uniquely to a continuous, Psc°bh-interpolation family {Cn,pz} on G. (b) Self duality of the subharmonic interpolation.
By Theorem 6.1, the dual normed spaces to {Cn,pz} form a Psc°bh-interpolation family extending the dual spaces to {Cn,pc}, c E dG. 8.3. Moebius-invariant subharmonic interpolation. The simplest non-Euclidean complex homogeneous space is the unit ball B in C*. In our notation M -B, T = dB, M\T = B = K/H, where K is the Moebius group of biholomorphic automorphisms of B and H is the unitary group. The unique class Q on Af, satisfying conditions (1.0) (1.12) (in particular Moebius-invariant) and such that Qd = Q and Q + Q C Q, is the class of functions, usc at the points of dB and open problems in [25] ), as well as biholomorphic invariant interpolation methods and interpolation of quasi-normed spaces.
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